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BUNWELL POSTCARDS
The Golden Age of Postcards
Picture postcards were introduced into England in the late 1890’s. Initially the picture took up
only part of the face of the card, as writing was only allowed on the picture side. The back
was left for the address. Such cards are known to collectors (or Deltiologists to give them
their correct name) as “undivided back” postcards. England was the first country to permit the
use of a “divided back” card in 1902. This allowed the front to be primarily for the picture or
artwork, and the back for the address as well as any message the sender wanted to add. In the
first ten years of the 20th century, collecting picture postcards became the greatest hobby that
the world had ever known. Almost every household boasted its picture postcard album, and
with same day posting and delivery in many cases, they became important mediums of
communication, especially as their cost was less than posting a letter. The period up to World
War I is often referred to as the ‘Golden age’ of postcards.
The hobby of collecting picture postcards has again increased in popularity and instead of
albums of them being thrown away or burnt as previously, they are now eagerly sought after
and preserved. As a visual source of early 20th century social history and topography they are
often unrivalled, and a collection of them covering a specific area forms a valuable
contribution to local history.
Although many postcard views must have been produced over the years for Bunwell, the
ravages of time, accentuated by the fact that many were printed in limited quantities, have
combined to make most of the surviving examples very elusive to collectors, not to mention
increasingly expensive.
Many of the known cards form part of recognisable series, often sold in a local store or Post
Office, and inscribed with the name of the outlet. These would have been printed to order by
well known postcard manufacturers, whose salesmen no doubt touted their wares around the
village shops. The postcards also provided useful advertising for the outlet.
It is more than likely that the following listing is incomplete, as previously unrecorded cards
still turn up over one hundred years after they were printed. Such is the joy of collecting. In
some of the series there are views of adjoining parishes, and a few of these have been
included to make the story more complete.
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ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF BUNWELL POSTCARDS
© Compiled by Peter Day

Aldridge’s Series
A well produced glossy photographic series of cards marked with Jarrolds reference numbers
after the captions. Herbert Aldridge was a grocer and draper with premises in Bunwell Hill.
These must date from circa 1910.

J3886 Bunwell Hill

J 3888 TJ3888 The Smithy, Carleton Rode on Rode

J

J3890 Prince of Wales Road, Bunwell Ws

JJ3892 ‘Queens Head’, Bunwell
2 ‘Queen’s Head’, Bunwell

J 3887 B3 J3887 Bunwell Church and Schools unwell
Church and Schools

J
J3889 Orchard Farm Bunwell Orchard
Farm, unwell

J 3891 Ruby Farm, Bunwell
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J. Corston
A coloured series of postcards with the imprint on the back ‘PUBLISHED BY J. CORSTON,
BUNWELL.’ These cards would have been sold at the Post Office & Stores in Bunwell
Street. These again date from the golden age of postcards circa 1910.

St Nicholas Church, Bunwell
(note error of dedication)

The Rectory, Bunwell

The Church, Carleton Rode
Council Schools, Bunwell

The Rectory, Carleton Rode
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Britannia Series
A matt finished series of cards marked ‘BRITANNIA SERIES’ on the back and published by
W. Boughton & Sons Ltd., of Thetford. These form part of an extensive series of views of
Norfolk and Suffolk issued by the publisher: they are numbered after the captions.

828 Bunwell Primitive Methodist Church

829 Bunwell Council School

830 Bunwell Stores, Bunwell

831 Bunwell Church

Castle Hill Series
A series numbered from 1, most of which are marked on the backs with a boxed “CASTLE
HILL SERIES”. The fronts are invariably captioned “BUNWELL” only with the addition of
the number. The listing below therefore attempts to identify the actual view and not the
caption. As a duplication of numbering has been noted, it may represent more than one series
or a changing series with views being added and subtracted. The earliest dated card seen was
posted in 1915. Those seen with the boxed series name are listed thus *.

1. Bunwell Church

1. Villa Farm*
(A variant exists which may be from a different
publisher)
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2. Bunwell Church*

3. Bunwell Schools*

5. The Rectory Bunwell

6. Little Green, Bunwell

7. North Street, Bunwell

10, Bunwell Street

13. Bunwell Street outside Post Office.-

14. Bunwell Post Office

15. Howlett’s Shop and North Street

16. Methodist Chapel and Bunwell Street*
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17. Bunwell Street near ‘Crown and Anchor’
(note the 7 looks like an extended 4)

19. Bunwell Street opposite Howlett’s Shop*

18. North Road

. 20Bunwell Church Interior View
(variation 1)

20. Bunwell Church Interior View
(variation 2)

Cards with Reversed ‘N’ (Unknown Publisher)
There is an extensive series of glossy photographic views which are noticeably cruder in
picture quality and sharpness of image than most other types. The issuer is unknown but
covers many other Norfolk villages. A distinctive feature is the frequent reversal of the letter
‘N’ in the captions. This proves the captions were scratched manually onto the negative
plates prior to printing the cards. Most are marked BUNWELL only, the bracketed details
have been added to identify the individual views.

Bunwell (Wymondham Road)

Bunwell Chapel
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Bunwell (Bunwell Street near ‘The Laurels’)

Bunwell (The Church)

Bunwell (School & Church from the West)

Ringer’s Corner, Bunwell

Bunwell Old Common (View of ‘Farrier’s Arms’)

Bunwell Old Common (View near ‘Farrier’s Arms’)
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Fox Series
There was a shop in Forncett owned by the Fox family who sold cards with local views.
These included cards of Bunwell seen dated from at least 1907.

Bunwell Church (photo Fox Forncett)

The Rectory, Bunwell (published by Fox’ Bros)

1930's Series (Bells Photographic Co. Ltd.)
There are many cards known from a glossy real photographic series with a six-figure number
before or after the titles on the front. Most of these seem to date from the 1930's. Some have
a motif on the back comprising the letters B P Co Ltd within a bell motif. These are from the
postcard publishers BELLS PHOTOGRAPHIC Co. Ltd. from Essex. The firm started life in
Southend-on-Sea (circa 1910) where they were still operating in 1940. It would seem likely
that this whole series was produced by them. Cards seen to date with the motif are marked
thus *.

109200 Bunwell Church

109201 Bunwell Church Porch and Tower

109207 Post Office Bunwell

109209 Bunwell Schools*
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109211 Aslacton Watering, Bunwell
109210 Lover’s Walk Bunwell

109213 North Street, Bunwell

109214 Bunwell Street, Bunwell

109215 Bunwell Street Chapel , Bunwell

109217 Rectory Road, Bunwell

109218 Bunwell Church (interior view)

109219Wymondham Road, Bunwell

109222 Greetings from Bunwell* (multi-view card)

109223 The Street, Bunwell, Norfolk
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109226 Mear’s Corner Bunwell
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109225 The Street, Bunwell

Prince of Wales’ Road, Bunwell
(Card exists but series number unknown)

Almost certainly connected with the above series (and in the same style as 109222) is a multiview postcard entitled “JUST A CARD FROM/BUNWELL”. This depicts some of the above
views, namely, Bunwell Church; Post Office, Bunwell; Aslacton Watering, Bunwell; Prince
of Wales’ Road, Bunwell and Rectory Road, Bunwell. This card has a reference number
J.474 which is probably a Jarrolds reference and may therefore indicate the issuer.

J.474 ‘Just a Card from Bunwell’ (multi-view card)
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Seriffed Caption Series (Unknown publisher)
There are postcards known from the surrounding villages in a glossy sepia photographic
finish with distinctive seriffed black lettering to the captions. Only one of these has been seen
for a Bunwell view (seen posted in1905).

Bunwell (view of church and school from the east with
schoolchildren in the pathway)

Jarrolds Series
A later (circa 1930’s) glossy photographic series that may have comprised more views than
those recorded. They bear Jarrolds reference numbers and the picture titles are in neat white
lettering

JS 3785 North Street, Bunwell
JS 3792 Bunwell church (interior view)

JS 3796 The Church, Bunwell (exterior view seen
posted 1930)

Bunwell Rectory Series
A set of four black & white photographic cards was issued in the 1970s and sold in the local
shop. All are entitled in white lettering THE OLD RECTORY, BUNWELL, NORFOLK.
These were produced at a time when the building was a Nursing Home, and presumably there
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were enough visitors to justify having some postcards produced for sale. No publisher is
given, but they look like those produced by Jarrolds of Norwich.

The Old Rectory, Bunwell, Norfolk

The Old Rectory, Bunwell, Norfolk

The Old Rectory, Bunwell, Norfolk

The Old Rectory, Bunwell, Norfolk

Unknown Publisher
Good quality real photographic postcard series with no indication of publisher. Probably
dates from 1930s

9558 The Street Bunwell

9560 Queen’s Head Corner Bunwell
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Other Postcards
The above listings seem to constitute recognisable series that may have been produced and
sold at specific times in the village. There are of course others that do not readily fit into
recognisable patterns or issues, and are therefore difficult to classify. These fall into three
distinct groups.

a. Cards seemingly commercially produced.
b. Cards probably produced from private photographs.
c. School photographs
It is well known that individuals could have their photographs printed onto a postcard
background (Kodak was one such company offering this service), and these were often sent to
relatives etc., especially at Christmas. Others may have just had them printed as ‘one-offs’
for the family album, and these will of course be the rarest. Such privately produced cards
invariably do not have captions on the fronts to identify the view or picture.
A selection of those known follow, though no doubt there are far more out there still to be
discovered:

a) Cards seemingly commercially produced:

The Church (interior) Bunwell

Bunwell Rectory

The Rectory Bunwell

Bunwell Church from the North

Henry Soane Smithy

Coronation Bunwell June 22 1911
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Bunwell Hockey Club1913-1914

b) Cards seemingly produced from private photographs:

Persehall Manor

Tollgate Farm

Rev Warren, Rector of Bunwell 1954-58

Rev Fellowes, Rector of Bunwell 1891-1923

‘Trowel and Hammer’ Public House

Howlett’s Cart outside Green Farm
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Bunwell Supply Stores

Bunwell Football Club

Park Farm Bunwell Low Common
(Photo. by Miller & Youngs Gorleston)

Jackson’s Shop Wymondham Road

Bunwell Rectory

Bunwell Church

Reeder’s Stores ca.193
1

John Palmer’s Grocers Shop

A.E..Jessup outside Cottage, North Road, Bunwell

Frank Jessup ca. 1931
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Mrs Charlotte Stimpson, Ruby Farm

c) School photographs

Bunwell School ca. 1905 with William Ager

Bunwell School, Infants Class 1910

Bunwell school ca. 1910

Bunwell School Class IV ca. 1910

Bunwell School Class 1 ca. 1920

